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Q. A while ago, the Co-Prosecutor referred to your interview with DC-Cam dealing precisely with 2 

<those encounters> with refugee boats. I would like you to tell the Chamber whether you remember 3 

<if>, after you handed the people <over> to the headquarters <as> you said was the procedure, do 4 

you know whether there were any <subsequent> negotiations with a view to liberating those 5 

refugees? 6 

MR. MEAS VOEUN: 7 

A. Regarding the refugees I had sent to the headquarter in Kampong Som, I did send them to the 8 

headquarter but, afterward, I did <not> know what happened to those people and what steps were 9 

taken. 10 

[11.08.54] 11 

Q. In DC-Cam document E3/8752; ERN in English, 00849511; ERN in Khmer, 00733340; and I’ll 12 

quote in English in order to refresh your memory. This is the first answer you gave:  13 

“<They fled> after they were defeated by North Vietnam, so they crossed our sea to travel to 14 

Thailand. We arrested them and sent them to Kampong Som. Then they negotiated for their arrest. I 15 

did not know where those people were from.”  16 

Question: “Where were they sent to?”  17 

Answer: “The general staff office.”  18 

Question: “Where was the general staff office?”  19 

Answer: “The general staff office was in Kampong Som. I did not know how they dealt with them; we 20 

just sent them up. It was up to them to negotiate and release them. I did not know foreign affairs and 21 

how they negotiated.” End of quote. 22 

[11.10.36] 23 

So my question to you, in light of what you told DC-Cam, is as follows: Without knowing the precise 24 

details of what happened at the headquarters, did you hear of any negotiations that were conducted 25 

when people were arrested at sea? 26 

A. I did not receive any news regarding the issue. 27 

Q. You stated that during the three years you spent at Koh Kong, you personally received orders 28 
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